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1 quick instruction
SODIS is the IOTA/ES data collection system for observations of occultations by minor
planets and other solar system bodies. The homepage shows all stored observations. A
search function for star, minor planet, observer or country code is possible. The homepage
can be viewed by anyone without needing to log in.
All other pages require a login. There is the observer page, this page is used to enter the
observation. The reviewers have access to the observations to check them for plausibility.
The admin page is used for user administration and the regular export of data so that
it can be read into the Occult program.
The observation result can be entered directly into the input mask. Alternatively, the
report form can be uploaded to the page. After the upload, missing data can be entered
individually in the input fields. There are instructions for creating the report form in
the appendix. However, this process is known, only the report form changes.
Procedure reporting observation in SODIS:
Important: Always work with the decimal point, not a comma
• fill in data or upload report file.
• If needed, fill in missing data by hand. The observer name is filled in automatically by SODIS.
• control of your data
• Upload of requested additional information
• send the report by pressing new entry, in the case of missing data the system
displays an error message
The observation now appears on the home page. On the right side of the data line with
the observation you will see an hourglass. The hourglass indicates that the observation
has not yet been reviewed. When reviewing is complete, a green tick appears. If there is
any uncertainty, the reviewing team will contact the observer. You can view your own
observations by clicking on your avatar. You can also change your own data on this page.
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2 Home Page
The page labelled „Home“ appears after starting SODIS. If you do not have an account
yet, you can create one under Register. After registering, the administrator will promptly
activate your account and you will receive a „Welcome to SODIS“ e-mail and another
message when your account has been approved.

With „Login“ you can login to SODIS with user data. After successful login, the "REPORT"tab appears next to the "HOME"tab and the avatar symbol appears on the far
right.

Clicking on the avatar symbol takes you to your personal page. Here you can edit your
own data, set a new password or upload your own avatar picture. If you scroll down
further, you will see the observations you have uploaded so far. If a green tick appears
in the column Review status, this observation has been reviewed. If there is a yellow
hourglass in the column, the observation is not yet reviewed and you can still edit the
observation data.

3 Report
In the section „Report“ the observer can fill in the observation results, or - recommended
- upload the IOTA-ES-report form. After upload press the button „Read“ and the report
form will be read by the system. The observer name is filled in automatically by
SODIS.
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Afterwards, the data should be checked and missing data should be added. The framed
fields are mandatory fields. If a mandatory field is not filled in, an error message will
be displayed when sending the report. In the case of positive observations, the following
data should be uploaded:

The preferred file format for graphics is .png. Other formats are possible.
In the case of positive observations, the respective complete data set must be submitted.
The figure above also shows how to get the different files. The pictures in figures above
show examples of what the inputs should look like. The Event image is generated by
Occult4, but called by OccultWatcher with a right click on the event. The „Overview“
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images should show the entire recording (or a large part of it), including the light curve
of at least one comparison star. The „Reduction“ images should have a higher temporal
resolution and give a good overview of the extraction of the D and R times. Note that
when using PyOTE, the „False Positive“ test image must also be submitted.
If you do not have one or the other software tool or generally work with a different data
reduction pipeline, please send similar data as described above.
Under no circumstances should you feel prevented from reporting an observation (positive or negative). In case of doubt, the reviewer can advise you.
Occultation of double stars
In this case you must fill in two reports. One report for the main star and one report for
the second star. Its similar for the occultation of stars by a satellite.
„Negative“ Results
The selection positive/negative in the report field is a pre-selection. The correct name
is „non-detection“. You must select this in the field „D“ and „R“ and there is no need
to fill in any times for D and R, also the field accuracy and duration are not in use. In
the rare case that only one contact was measured (clouds or technical problems), the
field for this unmeasured contact is filled with "not seen". Also in this case, no time is
entered for the contact, also the field accuracy is not in use. The data to be submitted
are shown like above in this figure.

The preferred file format for graphics is .png. Other formats are possible.
The button „New Entry“ sends the observation. The observation immediately appears
on the "Home"page and under your own observations (avatar). The yellow hourglass on
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the far right indicates that the observation has not yet been reviewed. The observer can
still edit his/her observations (personal page - avatar). If the observation has been reviewed, a green tick appears where the yellow hourglass used to be. In case of questions,
the review team will contact the observer. The observation is hidden on the home page
during this period. The observer must now correct/supplement the observation data and
submit it again. The observation will then reappear in the reviewing.

4 Attachment
4.1 creating the report file
creating by editor: You can create the report file with the editor function on your
computer. Watch out for characters and control characters. SODIS picks up (parses)
your data only if the layout is correct, so please follow the strict format. This is also the
case when you overwrite an existing form with new data!
creating by Occult Watcher (OW): You can store a pre-filled .txt file (filled with
unchanged data like your geographic position) in your OW program. By using the „report
observation“ function in OW you can use this pre-filled .txt file and OW fills in the
relevant data. In this way, confusion about the date, the star number of the asteroid
number, etc. can be avoided.

4.2 Description of the SODIS data fields for fill in
Read Form - search: IOTA-ES report file find in a folder
Read Form - Read: read form by SODIS
Occultation: positive/negative
Predictdate: Date of occulation from prediction, format dd.mm.yyyy
Predicttime: Time of occulation from prediction, format hh:mm:ss, UTC
Observer 2: Name of second observer, optional
More Obs: fill in et.al after name of observers
Star: catalogue number of star, UCAC4, TYC, DR
Asteroid: Name of minor planet etc.
No: Number of minor planet etc.
Nearest City: City nearby
Country Code: country code - see list
Latitude: geographic latitude, format (-)DD MM SS.s (south negative)
Longitiude: geographic longitude, format (-)DD MM SS.s (west negative)
Altitude: height above sea level, MSL, unit m
Datum Type: geodetic datum, select from the list, prefered WGS84
Telescope: Telescope, select from the list
Aperture: Telescope aperture, unit cm
Focal Length: focal length, unit cm
Obs Method: Method, select from the list
Start Obs: Start time of observation
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End Obs: End time of observation
Duration: Duration of occultation, only for positive observation
Exp Time: Exposure time, unit s.ss
D: Disappearance, type of event, select in the list
D Time: Time of disappearance, format hh:mm:s.ss, UTC, no time by selection „Nondetection, or Not seen“
Acc_D: Accuracy of D Time, format s.ss, not to fill in by selction „Non-detection, or
Not seen“
R: Reappearance, type of event, select from the list
R Time: time of reappearance, format hh:mm:s.ss, UTC, no time by selection „Nondetection, or Not seen“
Acc_R: Accuracy of R Time, format s.ss, not to fill in by selection „Non-detection, or
Not seen“
Camera: camera used - in case of visual observation report PE here, format s.ss
Signal/Noise: if known
Wind: wind, unit Beaufort
Temperature: Temperature in degrees centigrade,unit °C
Transparency: transparency, select from the list
Stability: stability of star image, select from the list
Drag and Drop or Browse: use to attach the additional information
Comment: short comment, no control characters like „enter“, text only important information only
New Entry: use this button to send the observation

4.3 description if report file (.txt file)
general: data lines start with hash symbol
Note the „blank“ after the colon !
#IOTA-ES ASTEROIDAL OCCULTATION - REPORT FORM 2.0
#Event
#Occultation: xxxxTIVE ;must not be empty, can be filled in by OW
#DATE: %EVENT-DATE% ;must not be empty, can be filled in by OW
#PREDICTTIME: %EventTimeUT% ;,can be filled in by OW
#STAR: %STAR% ;must not be empty, can be filled in by OW
#ASTEROID: %ASTEROID% ;must not be empty, can be filled in by OW
#Nr: %ASTEROID-NO% ;must not be empty, can be filled in by OW
#OBSERVER
#Observer1: ;must not be empty, fill in Name
#Observer2: ;on request
#moreObs: ; normally empty - in case of more observers add et.al
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#E-mail: ;must not be empty
#Address: ;must not be empty
#OBSERVING STATION
#NearestCity: ;must not be empty
#Countrycode: ;must not be empty
#Coordinates LAT +/-DDD MM SS.S LON +/-DD MM SS.S
#Latitude: ;must not be empty, format as above line
#Longitude: ;must not be empty, format as above line
#Altitude: ;must not be empty, fill in unit m
#Datum _blank=WGS84 N=NAD1927 E=ED1950 T=Tokyo G=GB1936 *=unspecified, or other
#Datum: ;as above line
#Telescope _=unstated 1=Refractor 2=Newtonian 3=SCT 4=Dobsonian 5=Binoculars
6=Other 7=None 8=eVscope
#Telescope: ;as above line
#Aperture: ;must not be empty, unit cm
#FocalLength: unit cm
#ObservingMethod _=unspecified a=Analogue or & digital video b=Digital SLR-camera
video c=Photometer d=Sequential images e=Drift scan f=Visual g=Other
#ObservingMethod: ; as above line
#Observation
#StartObs: ;must not be empty, format hh:mm:ss.s
#D D=Main Star d=second Star G=satellite main star g=satellite 2nd star N=ring
C=Not Seen M=non detection +time hh:mm:ss.s1
#D: ;must not be empty
#Acc_D: ;must not be empty, s.ss
#R R=Main Star r=second Star B=satellite main star b=satellite 2nd star N=ring
C=Not Seen M=non detection +time hh:mm:ss.s2
#R: ;must not be empty
#Acc_R: ;must not be empty, s.ss
#EndObs: ;must not be empty, s.ss
#Duration: ;must not be empty, s.ss
#Exp_Time: unit s.ss
#Timesource _=unspecified a=GPS b=NTP c=Telephone (fixed or mobile) d=Radio
time signal e=Internal clock of recorder f=Stopwatch g=Other
#Timesource: ;as above line
#Camera:
#Signal/Noise:
#Weatherconditions
#Wind: ;unit Beaufort (Bft)
#Temperature: ;in centigrade °C
1
2

by selection M (=non-detection), or C (=not seen) fill in no time, fields Acc and Duration do not use
by selection M (=non-detection), or C (=not seen) fill in no time, fields Acc and Duration do not use
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#Transparency 1=Clear 2=Fog 3=Thin cloud <2 [mag loss <2 mag.] 4=Thick cloud
>2 [mag loss >2 mag. 5=Broken opaque cloud [that is, observed through gaps in the
cloud] 6=Star faint 7=By averted vision
#Transparency: ; as above line
#Stability _=unstated 1=Steady 2=Slight flickering 3=Strong flickering
#Stability: ;as above line
#Comments: ;short comment, no control characters, text only, no Novel!

4.4 two letter country codes
Aland Islands AX
Albania AL
Algeria DZ
Andorra AD
Armenia AM
Austria AT
Azerbaijan AZ
Belarus BY
Belgium BE
Bosnia and Herzegovina BA
Bulgaria BG
Cape Verde CV
Croatia HR
Cyprus CY
Czech Republic CZ
Denmark DK
Estonia EE
Faroe Islands FO
Finland FI
France FR
Georgia GE
Germany DE
Gibraltar GI
Greece GR
Greenland GL
Guernsey GG
Holy See (Vatican City State) VA
Hungary HU
Iceland IS
Ireland IE
Isle of Man IM
Italy IT
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Jersey JE
Latvia LV
Liechtenstein LI
Lithuania LT
Luxembourg LU
Macedonia, Republic of MK
Malta MT
Moldova MD
Monaco MC
Montenegro ME
Netherlands NL
Norway NO
Poland PL
Portugal PT
Romania RO
Russian Federation RU
San Marino SM
Serbia RS
Slovakia SK
Slovenia SI
Spain ES
Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands SJ
Sweden SE
Switzerland CH
Ukraine UA
United Kingdom GB
You will find a complete list in the program Occult4.
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